Therapeutic indications
The vita-life® R-System can be used to help
■ promote health and generally build up performance and
energy
■ activate metabolic, perfusion, regeneration and defence
functions
■ boost general wellbeing
■ promote relaxation, sleep and stress relief
■ provide adjunctive therapeutic treatment following agreement with your naturopathy-trained physician

Compliance with EU guidelines

vita-life® R-System:

Ancient knowledge and
innovative technology
The vita-life® R-System combines ancient wisdom from
naturopathy with state-of-the-art technology, thereby helping your body to activate its own self-healing forces. The
vita-life® R-System works gently, like a natural remedy, and
no side-effects whatsoever have been reported even after a
decade of use.
Twelve fully-automatic programmes work according to the
principle of the organ clock, familiar from Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). The organ clock is based on the
centuries-old experience of Chinese healers, who claim
that our organs have strong and weak phases at different
times of the day. By translating this knowledge into a software programme, the magnetic field always adapts perfectly
to the requirements of the various times of day. This unique
technology, which follows the eternal laws of nature, is only
available with the vita-life® R-System. It will help you track
the rhythm of your own body – and this has long since been
proven as the best method of achieving greater vitality and
joie de vivre.

The vita-life® R-System is produced in D, A, FL and CH and is
certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 13485:2003. It is
designed and manufactured in accordance with European
guideline 89/336/EEC on electromagnetic compatibility and
93/42/EEC, issued by the Committee for Medical Products.
Harmonised standards such as EN 610000-4-ff and EN
60601-1-2 were also applied. On an international level, vita-life®
R-System satisfies the strict requirements of the IECEE CB
SCHEME. It is UL-tested and approved for the USA and CDN.

Fit and active with vita-life®
vita-life® is your specialist for holistic preventative health care
and wellness. vita-life® develops high-quality, technologically
advanced and long-life products that bring nature and technology into perfect harmony. vita-life® has been the world market
leader since 1995 in the field of magnetic resonance stimulation
for medical practices and domestic use.
vita-life® – creating vitality
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vita-life® R-System:

vita-life® R-System:

A solid basis for
vitality and wellness

State-of-the-art magnetic
resonance stimulation

The vita-life® R-System is a magnetic resonance stimulation
system. It generates a magnetic field that can help your body
relax, be activated and enjoy long-term health.
The vita-life® R-System essentially comprises a control unit and
a mat applicator, which generates electromagnetic fields. Using
an optional finger sensor, data is measured from the body and
fed into the programme. This bio-feedback, as it is known,
allows the magnetic resonance stimulation to constantly harmonise in real time with your body’s responses.

The vita-life® R-System follows a holistic approach that
benefits both body and mind; so it is not without good reason that research and development are an important part of
vita-life®’s activities. The aim of all our products and developments is to increase your feeling of wellbeing and vitality.

Take the following innovations, for example:
Bio-feedback: during the session, a finger sensor
constantly relays bio-data from your body and the
programme adapts automatically to your responses.

vita-life® R-System:

The daily wellness routine
Around 8 to 16 minutes, twice a day on the vita-life®
R-System is probably the easiest and most enjoyable
way of doing something positive for your health.
Using it is simplicity itself: you lie on the mat applicator, attach the finger sensor, press Start – and just relax.
Depending on the programme selected, you will either
be wonderfully relaxed or feel completely refreshed
after the session.

vita-life® R-System:

Harnessing the forces of nature
Magnetic fields are all around us and inside us: magnetism is
one of the forces of nature without which no plant, animal or
human would be able to survive. Without a natural magnetic
field, the body very quickly becomes sick, as the experiences of
the first astronauts confirm.
The vita-life® R-System uses the natural phenomenon of magnetism to relax the body and mind, boost vitality and maintain
health. This is because long-term health and vitality right
through into old age depend greatly on finding the right balance
between relaxation and activity. The vita-life® R-System helps
you live your life better without a lot of extra effort.

equifield® applicators and homogenous field: a
new method generates an even and uniform magnetic field that facilitates the gentle and simultaneous stimulation of all parts of the body.

Special programmes for particular requirements:
as well as the easy-to-use standard programme,
you can also use special programmes for particular
requirements.
Rod applicator: for local applications, you can
deliver magnetic resonance stimulation to precise
spots with the rod applicator. It is available as an
accessory.
Chip card: the chip card allows you to upload new
programmes as and when required. Your system
therefore won’t go out of date when vita-life® develops new applications.
Sound stimulation and coloured light: the beneficial effects of sound stimulation and coloured light
have been known in naturopathy for years. They
offer the perfect complement to magnetic resonance
stimulation. It is available as an accessory.

